In this paper, the institutional component, the volume and geography, and the specific forms of Soviet outgoing (foreign) tourism from 1955 -1985 is reconstructed using documents from four central state archives on the basis of Soviet, post-Soviet and foreign historiography. A neoinstitutional approach allows the author to show the dependence of the above mentioned parameters from the essential principles which were the basis for the activities of tourism institutions being responsible for organizing foreign tours for the Soviet citizens and the ideological control.
the USSR) has practically no materials about "Intourist" from the post-war period, despite the fact that the agency was part of the Ministry until 1964. After viewing all the Fund cases, the card on the approval of the "Intourist" Charter by order 384 of the MFT from August 8, 1955 [R. 13. C. 7520] was the only document to have been found and the text of the Charter [R. 13. C.
7504. P. [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] was absent in the fund of "Intourist".
The research objective was the refusal from the approach to the use of the archival documents. Concerning the reports of the group leaders, guides and interpreters accompanying the tourist groups, it should be stressed that the sample has been made for every year and different countries. The annual balance sheets and reports for all the above years have been researched as well. Moreover, many cases have not been used by other researchers according to the records. A significant part of the documents (especially Fund 3 of the RGANI, Register 3 of 7 "Intourist" Fund of the GA RF, and IML in the State Archive of Social and Political History) has been brought into scientific use for the first time. Thus, it is possible to speak quite responsibly about the representativeness of the selected archival documents for solving the problems set in the research.
Foreign tourism institutionalization
The sources of Soviet outbound tourism were rooted in the 1930s, when 257 Communist workers of the first five-year plan set off on a cruise around Europe [Around Europe 1931: 32] .
The overseas excursion by the ship, "Abkhazia", was organized by the Proletarian Tourism and Excursion Society. They covered eight thousand miles on the following route: LeningradDanzig -Hamburg -Naples -Constantinople -Odessa -Moscow. The participants were met by the Soviet embassy staff in Germany, Italy and Turkey (England and France did not allow the ship to stop), Maxim Gorky visited "the Abkhazia" in during their stay in Naples. The organizers of the cruise did not hide their ideological goals during the tour: "witness the manifestation of the economic crisis in the capitalist countries" to "to see the benefits of the Soviet system and the righteousness of our Communist Party once again" [GA RF. F. R-9520. R. 1. C. 1. P. 61,86,96; Chronicle 1930: 39; Dolzenko 1988a: 90-91; Usykin 2000: 117] . After that, foreign tourism in the USSR did not exist for a quarter of a century. Soviet people had the chance to go abroad usually as members of various delegations or as a business trip traveler.
Actual institutionalization of outbound tourism was held on the initiative and active participation of the party leadership. The draft resolution on the resumption of foreign tourism in the USSR was agreed with the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR V.V. Kuznetsov, then April 23, 1955 it was signed by the Minister of Foreign Trade of the USSR I.G. Kabanov , and finally it was sent to the Deputy Chairman of the Soviet government A.I. Mikoyan. Item 14 of the resolution allowed Soviet citizen tourist trips abroad in 1955 "only to the People's Democracy countries up to 1,500 people", postponing traveling to the West and "beyond."
Staffing groups of Soviet citizens, "wishing to travel abroad", was entrusted to the Council of Trade Unions from the very beginning, and paragraph 15 obliged the Foreign Ministry, the KGB and the Commission on trips abroad at the CPSU Central Committee "to establish a simplified (accelerated) procedure for issuing permits to leave the USSR and issuing collective visas to Soviet citizens" . But the amendments to the resolution, On July 14, 1955 the Presidium of the CPSU Central Committee, having considered the question of foreign tourism, gave the above mentioned departments the task of establishing simplified procedures for obtaining permission to travel abroad and issuing collective visas to Soviet citizens "having been selected by VTCPS as tourist group members to travel to the countries of people's democracy". Whereas going through formalities to visit capitalist countries continued to be done "in the prescribed manner" through the Commission on trips abroad. The Foreign Ministry of the USSR was instructed to negotiate with the governments of the People's Democracies about the border crossing terms by Soviet citizens going for the spa treatment. The documents show that from the outset, the Commission on trips abroad at the CPSU Central Committee was not planned to be used under the system of mass outbound tourism.
Their functions (albeit with interruptions and periodic reorganizations) had been established over the years as: the question of traveling abroad on business and to work, treatment and scientific conferences, private trips, etc. The impossibility of making a few members of the Commission responsible for being the "filter" on the way of the candidates for travelers was evident under the constantly expanding process of the international tourist exchanges.
The second birth of outbound tourism, other than the mentioned party directives, was institutionally associated with the new edition of the Charter of "Intourist", approved by the Ministry of Foreign Trade of the USSR № 384 of August 8, 1955 . In contrast to the 1929 Charter, the new one opened opportunities of "the development of all types of tourism, both to the Soviet Union and from the Soviet Union", for a tourist without reference to the country to be visited. That is, the task of the society was the organization of inbound tourism, foreign transit passenger service and support for the development of outbound tourism [GA RF. F. R-9612. R. Commission's decisions were obligatory, and the Ministry of National Security, in turn, pledged, "to conduct a special audit of people traveling abroad at the request of the Commission". The
Statute of the Commission approved on the same day stated the latter to be obliged to check the "political reliability" of going on business and "reasonableness and practicability" for meeting As we can see, after the appearance of outbound tourism, a rather a rigid system of selection of candidates for overseas tours was formed, that is "the triangle" at the enterprise or organization consisting of the representatives of the administration, party and trade union organizations, municipal and district executive councils of workers; regional councils of trade unions; Provincial Department of the KGB commission on trips abroad with regional party committee. If there was a positive decision by the Regional Commission, the documents were sent to the Commission for travel abroad of the Central Committee for the final resolution that was to a great extent formal.
Hence, as soon as the trip became a reality, they were arranged with lots of bureaucracy.
Obtaining permission to travel to the countries of Western Europe and the U.S. meant filling in a large questionnaire. It included questions about relatives living abroad, in addition to ordinary recommendations. The rules of being abroad for the Soviet citizens were regulated by the 12 legislation of the country visited and the requirements of the USSR government. At the briefing, travelers were warned against walking around the city on their own, especially to shops and at night, and giving their home address to anyone else. Furthermore, realizing the pecuniary difference between the 'socialist East' and 'capitalist West', travelers should not have come to the conclusion that the capitalist system was better [Gorsuch 2010: 372] . After all, the shop windows in the western countries "were a very effective way of promoting the 'Western lifestyle'" [Chistikov 2011: 69] .
In connection with the expansion of Soviet tourist travel to Western countries, in
February 1957 there appeared to be a discussion about tour information security and the currency policy inside "Intourist". In particular, there was a proposal to make "a foreign country directory... comprehensive", as from the leadership's point of view Soviet tourists took in the wrong way the idea of people's and countries' ways of living "on the ground of how they spent their submitted pocket money". Moreover, officials were afraid that coming back to the USSR, such tourists would misinform "the Soviet people about the life abroad". The representatives of the Ministry of Culture opposed to a large amount of reference books on the western countries to be issued, where "far fewer tourists went than to the people's democracies". On the contrary, the management of "Intourist" believed that the problem could not "be treated mechanically" as "most of our mistakes in work with tourists are those of the capitalist countries" [GA RF. F. R-9612. R. 2. C. 237. P. 6]. The stumbling block was tourist currency security. On the one hand, the currency "excess" prevented them from holding "planned events" as tourists were eager to buy "things as much as possible, sometimes at the expense of excursions". The supporters of a strict currency limit believed that the currency was "given to the Soviet tourists for buying souvenirs, they were supposed to give people abroad, for personal needs (shaving, ironing, clothes, etc.) and for the tips, rather than for getting consumer goods". But on the other hand, there were the arguments against such restrictions on tourists: "...our state will benefit if tourists get more valuable goods, spend the currency more efficiently" [GA RF. F. R-9612. R. 2. C. 237.
From the transcript of the meeting of senior "Intourist" officials of April 16-18, 1957 we know about the problems with sending groups of the Soviet tourists abroad. First of all, the Soviet Division of Tourism, which "has been coming out of its shell for a year", while continuing to work in the "old" was subjected to criticism from the part of the trade union workers [GA RF. F. R-9612. R. 2. C. 237. P. 29,31]. For its part, the leadership of the MFT and "Intourist" proceeded from the fact that "staffing groups going abroad and including people into them should be regarded as encouraging employees" and therefore, it is "political work". The history of Soviet tourist contact with foreigners shows three "models" of interaction:
• "almost abroad" -international youth camps BMMT "Sputnik" in the USSR;
• "not quite abroad" -a trip to socialist countries ("Chicken is not a bird, Bulgaria is not abroad");
• "real abroad" -a trip to capitalist countries and equated Yugoslavia ("Russo touristoblique morale").
Depending on the selection of institutions and periods of the "models" of the interaction, volumes, geography and organizational forms of Soviet foreign tourism varied. Below we consider these indicators in their historical dynamics.
"I love bulk of our plans"
Soviet outbound tourism -the beginning of which started during Khrushchev's "thaw", Gorbachev. Similarly, it was the desire to emphasize the impact on policies, when N.S.
Khrushchev at the partial dismantling of the "iron curtain" gave rise to the claim that in 1964, 900,000 Soviet people went abroad [Loginov and Rukhlov 1989: 44; Rappoport 2005: 116] .
But these and similar data should be checked, taking into account the specificity of Soviet foreign tourism. These figures meant that Soviet citizens were leaving not only for tourism purposes, but also for official and scientific missions of varying duration, personal trips, and leaving the country for temporary work, trips to the World Festivals of Youth and Students, exchanges of social and political, sports, creative and other delegations. The statistical trick was that the tickets for all tours abroad by aircraft from July 1962, and by rail from August 1968, were booked through "Intourist" [Ivanov 1972: 56-57] . For example, in 1959 more than 70,000
Soviet citizens went overseas , but 40 thousand of them , in fact, went on business through In some cases, it was difficult to understand whether the data included "Intourist" figures on the departure of Soviet citizens through "Sputnik" and through the direct exchange channels of trade unions, which went past the "Intourist" structure. Thus, 2.5 million Soviet young ladies and gentlemen went out of the country through BMMT "Sputnik" for the period (several hundred thousand of them to third world countries and capitalist states) [Rohatyn, Kvartalnov and Ukhov 1976: 50] . These figures also include various youth and student delegations, which had no direct relation to tourism, but the proportion of these "tourists" is low.
In addition, the service of such delegations was often included into tourism programs.
Resembling the "Intourist" situation, "Sputnik" data are often contradictory. Nevertheless, they can help to understand the overall ongoing dynamics of Soviet youth trips abroad. So, in 6 Before it, this issue was considered at the CPSU Central Committee and the USSR Council of Ministers on January 4. Khokhlov 2008: 15-16,18-19] . From the beginning, the gap between the incoming and outgoing flows was smaller for "youth" tourism than "adult" tourism, as well as between socialist and capitalist countries.
The draft plan of tourist exchange between the Bureau and foreign travel agencies for 1960 envisaged 6,000 Soviet tourists to be sent abroad. In reality, that year 9,517 tourists went out (8, 128 people to the people's democracies and 1,389 to other countries). [RGASPI. F. 5M. R. 1. C. 190. P. 1-2,10-13; Ananyev 1971: 121; Moshneaga 1975: 9] .
The departmental statistics show steady growth in the amount of the Soviet youth trips abroad, viz. 67,200 in 1962 -1965 , 187.2 million (2.7 times more) in 1966 -1969 327.3 thousand (174.8 % to the level of 1962 -1965 ) between 1970 -1974 and 532,800 (162.8%) in 1975 and 532,800 (162.8%) in -1977 and 532,800 (162.8%) in [Kvartalnov 2002 . From 1960 to 1980, outgoing trips of Soviet youth representatives increased from 9,000 to 130,000 [The history of International Youth and Children's tourism 1983: 212]. However, despite the steady increase in the number of tourists and the geographic expansion of tourist flows, even in the middle of 1980, "Sputnik" services were of use by no more than 7% of the Soviet Komsomol age youth. The imbalance of the previous years (although 7 The share of outgoing tourism increased slightly up to 42% in 1961.
underground constructors, artists, including special bus trips [Dvornichenko 1985b: 50,52 [Dolzenko 1988b: 142;  Yemchenko and Naumenko 1978: 13; The history of International Youth and Children's tourism 1983: 212-213; Kvartalnov and Fedorchenko 1987: 130,132-135; Moshneaga 1975: 12-13; Khokhlov 2008: 20-21] . Japan, 1972) and Innsbruck (Austria, 1976) , and the Summer Olympic Games in Mexico City (1968 ( ), Munich (1972 and Montreal (1976) for the participation of which trains and cruises Soviet youth were made up. "Sputnik" organized tour group from 500 to 2000 people to the youth forum in Austria (1958 ), Helsinki (1962 , Sofia (1966) , Berlin (1973) and others.
Soviet students in response to non-currency exchange visits were received in international youth camps in Primorsko (Bulgaria), to the Lake Balaton (Hungary), Karlovy Vary (Czechoslovakia), 14]. That is, they were the political and ideological factors that determined the volume and geography of tours, the staff and structure of tourist groups, direction and content of tourist programs during the period under review.
Conclusions
All mentioned above allows us to conclude some things about the specifics of Soviet outbound (foreign) tourism in 1955-1985: 1.) Its growth rate was substantially inferior to the development of inbound and especially domestic tourism. But gradually it took shape in the direction of an independent kind of touring, the demand for which increased every year; 6.) The focus on specialized (including research) tourism, especially to capitalist and developing countries and currency-free exchange (especially for youth tourism -up to 80% of the exchange);
